
  There’s a Grinch Among Us 
Advanced Acting Fall 2020 

 
Red, Yellow, Purple, Pink, Blue, Black, Green  
(The stage is dark except for one bright circle in the 
middle. This is the meeting circle. You hear the 
starting up noise every time someone enters the 
circle. The colors greet each other with Green being 
the last to join looking sad)  
 
[Colors turn their backs, Red Light] 
Announcer: Every color in “Among Us” liked 
Christmas a lot, but the Grinch, disguised as the 
Green one, did not!  The Grinch hated Christmas and 
all the season’s greetings, but this would soon 
change during one of their meetings. 
Red: Alright, I know no one likes to work on 
Christmas Eve, but if we can all focus and complete 
our tasks, we should be able to have a little 
Christmas party.  
Pink: Why is everyone looking at me? 
Blue: Gee, I dunno maybe because it always takes 
you 20 tries to swipe your admin card.  
Pink: When I swipe it like this it says too fast but 
when I swipe it like this it says too slow! 
Blue: Maybe that’s because you’re holding it upside 
down! 
Pink: Oh, wait really? 
Purple: Come on Pink. Get it together. I look way too 
good not to go to a Christmas party later. 
Yellow: Purple be nice to Pink. Those admin cards 
can be tricky.   
Black: Life is tricky.  
Purple: But she can never figure out the code 
sequence in the reactor room too!  
Pink: Come on! We all know that’s the toughest 
task! And I’m always getting interrupted with an 
“emergency meeting.” 
Yellow: I have a hard time holding down those levers 
until the trash chute is empty.  
Black: Life is empty.    
Blue: Well I hate tasks in electric! The one with the 
pushing dials is stupid and pointless! 
Black: Life is stupid and pointless.   
Red: Listen! I don’t want to be up all night 
completing everyone’s tasks. I think the fastest way 
is to split up and meet back here when we’re done. 
Got it? Go team! 
Announcer: The Among Us crew split up to complete 
their tasks. But this strategy was not meant to last. 
As the Grinch found himself alone with Blue he knew 
exactly what he had to do.   

Green: These med bay scans always take so long. 
(During this conversation, Green is trying to stab 
Blue in the back with a lightsaber, but Blue keeps 
turning around) 
 
Blue: Tell me about it. I have to test these samples 
and come back in about an hour to complete this 
task. I don’t know how Red thinks we’ll have time for 
a Christmas party.  
Green: Oh right. That darn Christmas party. It would 
be unfortunate if we didn’t all make it.  
Blue: Right? I bet Red gave herself all the easy tasks.  
Green: Ugh, such a Red thing to do.  
Blue: I know. I bet she is just going around fixing all 
the wires. Like… how do they are keep coming 
undone in the first place? 
Green: Maybe because someone keeps going 
around and cutting them! (With that Green stabs 
Blue with a lightsaber)  
Blue: What! Why! You’re the imposter?! But I only 
had one more task…. 
(She passes out. As Green takes out the lightsaber 
and says) 
 
Green: 1 down, 5 more to go. 
(Purple comes in, freezes, points at the dead body 
and screams)  
 
Green: What! (Turns around and looks at Blue) Oh 
my goodness! I cannot believe that! Do you think 
Blue is ok? 
Purple: But… But… You’re the only one in here. You 
must have done it! You’re the imposter.  
Green: No! That’s not true. I saw Yellow jump down 
into the vents! It’s Yellow she’s the imposter! 
Purple: Of course, she is! Little miss goody two 
shoes. She always acts like the nice one, but I’ve got 
her number now. Quick let’s call an emergency 
meeting and get her voted off so then I’ll be the nice 
one and everyone will want to talk to me at the 
party “Oh you’re so brave for catching the imposter. 
Oh, Purple you looked so cute telling everyone about 
how evil Yellow is. Purple is the best color ever!” 
(Green stabs Purple with the light saber.) 
 
Green: She NEVER stops talking.  
(Emergency meeting is called and everyone alive 
goes back to the middle circle)  
 
Announcer: But what is that sound? What’s that you 
hear? Someone has pressed the red button with 
fear. For that sound is not the sound of a nice 
greeting, it is the sound of an emergency meeting!  



Red: Emergency meeting! The task bar has slowed 
down. People, you need to finish your tasks, or we 
can’t have a party later. 
Black: Who made you the boss? 
Yellow: Well I only have 1 task left.  
Pink: I haven’t even started any of mine.  
All: What?!   
Pink: I can never swipe the admin card! It never 
works for me!!!!  
Red: Wait…where are Blue and Purple? 
Yellow: I thought they were with you. 
Pink: Ya last time I saw them they were in electrical 
with you.  
Black: Red’s sus.   
Red: What! Come on you guys I am not the 
imposter. I just want everyone to finish their tasks. 
Yellow: That’s exactly what an imposter would say! 
Pink: Ya so then we would split up and you could 
vent and stab us!  
Black: And she did tell us to split up at the very 
beginning! 
Red: Ya well…. Well… Green has been really quiet 
this whole time.  
Yellow: Blaming another color huh? That’s exactly 
what an imposter would do. I’m voting Red! 
Pink: Me too! 
Red: Can’t we just skip this vote? It’s the first one? 
(Black and Green Vote. Red sighs and leaves the 
meeting circle) 
 
Announcer: Red was not the imposter. 
Yellow: Huh I could have sworn she was. 
Pink: Oh well let’s just finish our tasks.  
(Yellow and Pink exit. Green is about to exit when 
Black says) 
 
Black: Pssst. Green. I know you’re the imposter.  
Green: What? Me? No what are you talking about. 
How do I know you’re not the imposter? 
Black: Because I saw you on the security cameras. 
Green: Oh…. Right…. I forgot to sabotage those… I 
mean… (Threatens with lightsaber but Black is not 
scared) Any last words? 
Black: Nope just make it quick. 
Green: Wait.. you want me to stab you?  
Black: Yes 
Green: Why? 
Black: Because life is meaningless and I’m tired of 
doing routine tasks all my life that ultimately 
decreases my motivation and happiness. Also, ghosts 
can fly through walls and I’m tired of walking.  
Green: Um… ok then. (Lightly stabs Black who is 
excited and collapses)  

 
Announcer: The Grinch is almost done! He’s 
sabotaged without a care. Just one more meeting 
where everyone asks… 
Pink: Where? 
Yellow: Who? 
Green: How? I mean… Why? I mean… When? 
Pink: Oh no. There’s only three of us left. And I’m 
not the imposter.  
Yellow: Well I’m not the imposter. 
Green: That’s a little sus Yellow.  
Pink: Ya Yellow. That’s a little sus. 
Green: Vote Yellow? 
Pink: Ya vote Yellow. 
Yellow: What! 
(Yellow is ejected from the circle) 
Announcer: Yellow is not the imposter.  
 
Green: Muhahahahaha! There’s just you and me 
now which means I’ve won the game Muhahahaha! 
Pink: Yes! And you know what that means? There 
are no more tasks left to do so it’s party time! 
Green: What… No! I sabotaged everything so there 
wouldn’t BE A CHRISTMAS PARTY! 
Pink: But now that the game is done, we can all just 
relax and party!!!! 
Green: But there’s no one left. And I’m not going to 
party. And you can’t really party by yourself.  
Pink: Good thing I know 5 ghosts who want to party! 
Ghost party!!! 
Red: Wooohoooo let’s get this party started!  
Blue: I brought chips and dip! 
Purple: Make way for the most booootiful ghost 
there ever was.  
Black: Ugh. It’s no fun flying through walls when all 
of you can do it too.  
Yellow: Isn’t this great Green? Now that we’re 
ghosts, we can party till the end of time!  
(Everyone dances and parties while Green is upset 
in the middle) 
 
Announcer: And what happened then? Well among 
us they say, that ghost party lasted 9,073 days. And 
if you listen very closely and truly believe you can 
still hear Green say… 
Green: I hate Christmas Eve. 


